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Height & tray
adjustments unlock
easily, yet lock into
place & stay locked
because of the
Wedge-lok System.
The metal plate
features wedge-cut
edges that conform
to the wedge-cut sections of the hardwood.
When the knob is tightened, the inward
tension pulls the metal plate snugly against
the wood for a solid lock.
Slide Guides
make angle and
height adjustments
on Best easels
smooth. These
circular graphite
impregnated plastic
inserts are used
wherever there is a slot in the wood of the
easel. This part allows for smooth movement
and protects the hardwood from the metal
bolt.

Adjustable Mast

Small Painting Tray

Frame

3/16

. Red, mid-continent
Appalachian oak,
hand rubbed & oilfinished for beauty &
longevity
. Double laminated
quad base for strength

Top Cross Brace

Adjustable Arms

Middle Painting Tray

Slotted Double Back Legs

Large Painting Tray

Wedge-lok System
(See Diagram on left)

Stainless Steel Cups
Slide Guide System
(See Diagram on left)

. Deluxe painting tray
features level tool
shelf & 2 stainless
steel cups
. Unique forward tilt
feature for pastel
artists
. Painting trays 		
feature rubber grips
to keep canvas secure

Base

Angle Adjustment

To change tilt: Loosen the 4 black knobs on
inner & outer side of the arms, slide easel
into place & tighten knobs.

Easel Assembly - University
1.) Take components out of the box. Set easel on floor.
2.) Loosen Slide-Guide System on both back legs, stand H-Frame up to desired angle
and tighten Slide Guide System.

To change position of the painting trays:
Loosen or disassemble the Wedge-Lok
System slide or place in desired position
and reassemble or tighten.

3.) Lastly, attach painting trays by starting with the middle painting tray. Loosen WedgeLok System and slide down mast. When in the desired position, tighten WedgeLok System. For the Large Painting Tray, loosen the Wedge-Lok System, put tray
in desired position and tighten the Wedge-Lok System. Finish completing assembly
by attaching the top Small Painting Tray in the same manner as the Middle Painting
Tray. The angle of your University Easel can be adjusted by loosening the 		
Slide-Guide System on the back legs and the adjustable arms.

